Mayors for Peace A-Bomb Poster Exhibition
Poster Inventory

1 Message from the Mayors
   A message from the mayors of Hiroshima and Nagasaki

2 A Warning to the Human Family
   Two photos

3 Massive Destruction
   Two photos

4 Tragic Scenes after the Bombing (1)
   Six drawings (Nagasaki)

5 Tragic Scenes after the Bombing (2)
   Three drawings (Hiroshima)

6 Damage Caused by the Heat Ray (1)
   Two photos

7 Damage Caused by the Heat Ray (2)
   One drawing (Hiroshima) and one photo

8 Damage Caused by the Blast (1) — Buildings —
   Two photos

9 Damage Caused by the Blast (2) — People —
   Two drawings (Hiroshima)

10 Damage Caused by the Super-High-Temperature Fire
   Two photos, one drawing (Hiroshima)

11 Damage Due to Radiation — Acute Symptoms —
   Two photos

12 Aftereffects (1)
   Two photos

13 Aftereffects (2)
   Chart about periods of cancer onset, one photo

14 An Absolute Evil: The intolerable harm nuclear weapons hold in store for humanity
   One poster

15 Mayors for Peace
   One photo, one map

16 Vision for Peaceful Transformation to a Sustainable World (PX Vision)
   One photo, one chart

17 Hiroshima Today
   Three photos

18 Nagasaki Today
   Three photos